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The STS-4 Crew Activity Plan contains the on-orbit timeline, which is
a flight data file article. It does not contain the detailed crew
activities that will be covered in the STS-4 Ascent, Post Insertion,
Deorbit Prep, or Entry checklists.
This on-orbit timeline satisfies the objectives specified in the STS-4
Flight Requirements Document (Final).
The flight profile (trajectory data) used for this Crew Activity Plan
is from Ref. 2 which is for a June 27, 1982 launch date.






















A. FORMAT SYMBOL NOMENCLATURE
1. Summary Level Timeline (12-Hr Timespan)
The following letters (a-,)) refer to those highlighted in
Figure 1-1.
a. TIMESCALES - Three time references are presented in this
section of the summary timeline format. The time refer-
ences used are TIG Minus Time (TIG), Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT), and Mission Elapsed Time (MET). MET is referenced
to liftoff beginning at 00/00:00:00 (days, hours, minutes
and seconds). TIG is referenced to the deorbit ignition
time and counts down to 0/00:00:00 at ignition on the CRT
timer. TIG is only used on the deorbit preparations on
entry day.
b. CREWMEN (CDR & PLT) - This is the crewmen column of the
format where titles of scheduled activities are shown for
the commander (CDR) and pilot (PLT) at the appropriate
times in the flight.
c. DAY/NIGHT, ORBIT, MOON UP/DOWN
1) Day/Night - The orbital dy/night intervals are delin-
eated with black bars indicating when the Orbiter is in
darkness.
2) Orbit - Indicates which orbit the spacecraft is in by
numerical sequence. The beginning of an orbit occurs
when the Orbiter crosses the Earth's equator going from
the southern to the northern hemisphere (ascending
node).The succession of orbits is numbered in this
column starting with Orbit 1 for launch.
3) Moon Up/Down - The moon up/down intervals are delineated
with black bars indicating when the moon is down.
d. EARTH TRACE W/SAA - This is a display of the groundtrack
of the Orbiter and when it passes over the South Atlantic
Anomaly (SAA) (indicated by a
e. GSTDN and SGLS COVERAGE - The GSTDN and SGLS communication
coverage periods are indicated in this area with a hori-
zontal line indicating when communication is available; the
GSTDN and SGLS site is identified to the right of the line.
f. OPS - The GPC software configuration in use during the
flight is indicated in this area.
g. DEORBIT KSC/EDW - Times are identified in this area when
deorbit burn opportunities exist for Edwards AFB (EDW) and
Kennedy Space Center (KSC).
h. ATTITUDE and MANEUVERS
1) Attitude - The current attitude of the vehicle is iden-
tified in this area, i.e., PTC, IMU, -ZLV X-POP, -XSI.
1-3	 STS-4/FIN
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2) Maneuvers - An '+' is placed at the time an attitude
maneuver occurs if the duration in attitude is to be
greater than 15 minutes.
i. TV/VTR - Live TV or recorded TV (VTR) is indic, .eo in
this area with a 11-11.
f. CFES/MLR - Payload operating periods are indicated with
a ' I —xxx— I' .
2. Detailed Level Timeline (1-Hr Timespan)
The following letters (a-j) refer to those highlighted in
Figure 1-2.
a. SGLS COVERAGE - In this column the SGLS sites and their
acquisition periods are identified by a solid line. The
sites are HTS, VTS, GTS, IDS, and NHS.
b. GSTON COVERAGE - In this column the GSTON sites and their
acquisition periods are identified. Each site acquisition
period is annotated by a solid line, a dashed line or a
dotted line. The different annotations indicate the
following:
';	 A site that has S-Band, UHF voice and TV capabil-
ities (GOS, HAW,	 MIL, MLX,	 GDX)
site with S-Band and UHF voice capabilities	 (BDA,
I
A
GWM, ACN, BUC, DKR, MAD, MAX)
A site with only S-Rand (no UHF or TV)	 capabilities
i	 (AGO, ORR)
T	 A si*e with only UHF (no S-band or TV)	 capabilities
'	 (BOT, YAR, IDS)
c. DAY/NIGHT CYCLE - In this column a solid bar indicates the
period when the Orbiter and Earth are in darkness. A slashed
line indicates when the Orbiter is in daylight but the Earth
beneath the Orbiter is still in darkness (terminator).
d. SOUTH ATLANTIC ANOMALY (SAA) - This bar defines those
periods when the Orbiter passes through the SAA.
e. MET TIMESCALE - This format is a one-hour format with
minute tick marks on the vertical timescale referenced
to Mission Elapsed Time (MET) with liftoff occurring at
0/00:00:00.
f. ORBIT - Indicates which orbit the spacecraft is in by
numerical sequence. Orbit 1 begins at liftoff with









g. ATTITUDE and PAYLOAD USER COLUMN (ATT/CFES/MLR) -
Indicates Orbiter attitude and when CFES and MLR are in
operation.
h. CREWMAN COLUMNS - The activities for the CDR and PLT are
scheduled in this area.
i. MCC COLUMN - Any uplinks, commands or updates required are
scheduled at the appropriate time in this column. A
vertical line is also used to indicate TV coverage.
j. NOTES - This area will be used for location of pads, times
of star availability, time and longitude of the ascending
node, TV and photography scenes, and any other supplemental
information required.
k. In the timescale a DAP A and DAP B CONFiG reference will
be included. A number is associated with both DAPS A and
8; each number indicates a particular DAP configuration for
either DAP A or DAP B. The DAP reference without paren-
theses indicates the 'active' DAP for that time period on
the page. Table 1-1 identifies the various configurations
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The High Priority Mission (HPM) is designed as a 74.3 hour flight last-
ing 3.5 flight days (FD). To enter HPM, complete the nominal FD 1
through 0/17:30. Bu^q:n HPM at 0/17:30.
HPM ACTIVITIES
FLIGHT DAY 1 - NOMINAL CAP FD 1 THROUGH SLEEP TO 0/17:30.
FLIGHT DAY 2 - BEGIN HPM SECTION AT 0/17:30. ACTIVITIES ARE SIMILAR
TO NOMINAL CAP UNTIL 1/00:15 WHEN CFES SAMPLE 6 IS RUN.
o ATTITUDES
o GRAVITY GRADIENT (8 HRS vs 12 HRS)
o BOTTOM SUN (26 HRS vs 33 HRS)
o IECM CONTAMINATION SURVEY (1 HR) SCHEDULED WITH TOP
SUN FOR WARM THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
o IECM PLUME SURVEY (1 HR) IN BOTTOM SUN
o HOT FIRE TEST
o MLR DEACTIVATION (19.5 HRS)
FLIGHT DAY 3 - o FRCS THERMAL SOAKBACK, PULSE MODE - F3F
o IECM GAS RELEASE
o FRCS THERMAL SOAKBACK, TWO FORWARD ENGINES - F2F, F3F
o FCS CHECKOUT, PART 1 AND 2. STAY ON TAIL ONLY JETS
SO NO PRCS FIRINGS IN FORWARD POD. (REQUIREMENT OF
FRCS THERMAL SOAKBACK TESTS)
o RADIATOR PERFORMANCE TEST. STOW RADIATORS 3 HRS PRIOR
TO PLBD CYCLE TEST, THEN DEPLOY AFTER PLBOs OPENED
o PLBD CYCLE TEST AT THE END OF BOTTOM SUN THERMAL TEST
o PTC FOR SLEEP
FLIGHT DAY 4 - o TAIL SUN AFTER MORNING IMU ALIGN
o NOMINAL DEORBIT PREP (5 HRS)
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The STS-4 Extension Timeline is desiu^ 	 c fallow a nominal flignt up
to the decision point for the 24 ao l i	 on. This GO/NO GO decision
point occurs at MET 6/00:25, pr
	 y-related activities for the
nominal flight.
Also, this timeline may ue used after the D/O PREP BACKOUT has been
executed on FD 8.
?4 HOUR EXTENSION CASE:
o Execute detailed timeline pages from 6/00:00 to Deorbit Prep
onFD9
o A period of time with no scheduled activities is provided immedi-
ately following the GO/NO GO to allow preparations for the exten-
sion of the flight.
AFTER DEORBIT PREP BACKOUT CASE:
Begin timeline at 7/00:30 with the following changes:
o CDR - MCC will modify PTC to -ZLV as required (5-83); omit CABIN
TV STOW at 7/04:15 MFT
o PLT - Omit all activities between MET 7/02:10 and 7/04:20 (i.e.,
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The STS-4 Extension Timeline is designed to follow a nominal flight up
to the decision point for the 24 hour extension. This GO/NO GO decision
point occurs at MET 6/00:25, prior to entry-related activities for the
nominal flight.
Also, this timeline may be used after the D/0 PREP BACKOUT has been
executed on FO 8.
24 HOUR EXTENSION CASE:
o Execute detailed timeline pages from 6/00:00 to Deorbit Prep
onFD9
o A period of time with no scheduled activities is provided immedi-
ately following the GO/NO GO to allow preparations for the exten-
sion of the flight.
AFTFR DEORBIT PREP BACKOUT CASE:
Begin timeline at 7/00:30 with the following changes:
o CDR - MCC will modify PTC to -ZLV as required (5-83); omit CABIN
TV STOW at 7/04:15 MET
o PLT - Omit all activities between MET 7/02:10 and 7/04:20 (i.e.,
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n24 HOURS AFTER EXTENSION DAY
The 24 Hours After Extension Day Timeline is designed to follow a Deorbit
Prep Backout on Flight Day 9. It therefore assumes that the nominal
timeline plus an extra day have already been accomplished.
Detailed timeline pages are provided from MET 7/22:00 until time for the
Deorbit Prep.
To compute the MET time at which this timeline is entered, take the
Deorbit Burn TIG time and add ^1 hr 50 min for Deorbit Prep Backout.
Note that no activities are scheduled for the first hour and 15 minutes
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1. Crew designations and responsibilities
a. Commander (CDR)% Prime crewman for launch, entry, aborts
and contingency EVA. Responsible for overall command of
the vehicle including the safety of both vehicle and crew.
b. Pilot (PLT): Prime crewman for RMS operations and CFES
activities. Responsible for on-orbit management of STS.
2. A typical crew day will be that specified in the STS Work Day
Handbook (Ref. 3). The daily on-orbit STS activities and
their scheduling constraints are identified in the referenced
document.
The crew will wear Emergency Ejection Suits (EES) from launch
through post-insertion and will don them again for entry.
Whenever the EES is worn, OBS sensors are also worn. During
the rest of the flight, in-flight garments are worn.
4. For crew sleep periods, the middeck and flight deck speaker
boxes will be configured for air-to-ground voice and C&W
tones. A level check of the speaker boxes is performed prior
to the first sleep period. During sleep the WCCUs will be
turned off and stowed,
ORBITER SYSTEMS
1. Electrical Power System
A crew-initiated automatic purge of the fuel cells will be
scheduled approximately every 12 hours.
The fuel cell purge schedule is shown in Table 9-1.
Communications and Instrumentation
a. The Operational Instrumentation (0I) system will be managed
from the ground through uplink commands coordinated
with the crew. Exceptions to this would be the result of
contingencies. Real-time OI data will be transmitted to
MCC during each ground station pass via the S-Band PM down-
link. In parallel with this, one of the two operations
recorders will dump recorded OI data at a 5-to-1 or 8-to-1
playback-to-record ratio (depending upon whether or not
voice is included in the recorded data). One 01 recorder
will be recording at all times, and the other will dump at
every station pass via the S-Band FM downlink. Video down-
link causes an exception to this recorder dump plan, but
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b. The Development Flight Instrumentation (DFI) system will
be crew controlled. The Wideband Ascent Recorder is not
used on orbit. The PCM Recorder will be operated during
the entire mission in one of three modes: CONTINUOUS
RECORD, HI SAMPLE (a 10 second snapshot of data every 5
minutes) and LO SAMPLE (a 10 second snapshot of data every
10 minutes). The Wideband Mission Recorder will be
operated in the continuous record mode with all tracks
recording in parallel during OMS and RCS burns and as
required for FTOs or FSOs. DFI data will be downlinked
every ground station pass via a separate S-Band DFI FM
downlink. This data will be recorded at the ground
station for post-flight shipment to MCC. Recorded DFI
data will not be dumped to ground stations during on-orbit
operations.
c. There are thirteen (13) GSTDN sites for on-orbit coverage:
ORR, BUG, GDS, MIL, BOA, HAW, GWM, AGO, ACN, MAD, YAR,
OKR, and BOT, and one (1) SGLS site, IDS. The BUC site
does not support data dumps via S-band FM downlink. The
IDS site will normally only support S-band PM downlink and
down voice for this flight. The site will normally be
supporting 000 requirements, but can be configured real
time if required to support S-band up voice, PM uplink and
FM downlink.
d. Three (3) GSTDN sites can be used for real-time TV: GDS,
MIL, and HAW.
e. Nine (9) GSTDN sites and one (1) SGLS site have UHF voice
capability: GDS, MIL, BOA, HAW, GWM, ACN, BUG, MAO, OKR,
and IDS.
f. Two (2) sites have only UHF voice capability: YAR, and
BOT.
g. There are five (5) SGLS sites available for on-orbit
coverage: GTS, HTS, NHS, VTS, and IOS. IDS is the only
site with voice capability and there is only voice via
UHF while supporting 000 requirements.
3. Guidance and Navigation
a. The Orbiter state vector is uplinked about once every
three orbits.
b. IMU alignments will be routinely scheduled approximately
every twelve (12) hours.
c. Both star trackers are left on continuously except for
special tests. A self-test of the star tracker will be
performed once a day, normally just prior to the IMU












d. Each IMU will be aligned with different REFSMMATs to pro-
vide skewed platforms for enhancement of redundancy management
at launch and entry. The launch REFSMMATs have a square
root of five skewing and the preferred skew for entry is
a square rout of six. The REFSMMATs will be changed for
entry normally at about 00/03:35 MET. In order to simplify
recovery procedures for some contingency cases, one of the
IMUs will have the same REFSMMAT for launch and entry. For
the case where an IMU fails prior to the switch to the square
root of six REFSMMATs, the IMU REFSMMATs, for entry, will
be changed to a square root of two skewing to enhance the
redundancy management during entry.
e. The on-orbit avionics confi guration for STS-4 is listed
below. GPC 3 (freeze dried and GPC 5 (BFS) will be
turned off at -0/01:00 MET.
GPCs - 2 RUN (1 GNC, 1 SM), 2 OFF, 1 INTERMITTENT (GNC)
IMUs - 3 OPERATE
STAR TRACKERS - 2 ON
MASS MEMORY UNITS - 2 ON
FLIGHT CRITICAL MDMs - B ON
f. The ADI RELMATs provide a means to change the reference
system for presenting vehicle attitudes to the crew with-
out having to reposition the IMU platforms. The RELMATs
support specific flight phase requirements and are defined
as listed below.
1) ASCENT (OPS 1 and 6)
'INRTL' Position:
This RELMAT will provide a +X sense ADI ball reading
of roll 00 , pitch 00 , and yaw 00 when the vehicle is
pointed at 00 Right Ascension, 0 0 Declination and the
vehicle +Y axis is pointed at the celestial North
Pole.
'REF' Position:
This will be a pad-orientec inertial RELMAT with
the vehicle +X axis downrange along the first stage
launch azimuth and the +Z towards the center of the
earth along the launch pad radius vector at the time
of lift off. This provides a +X sense ADI ball reading
of roll 55.30 (launch azimuth), pitch 90 0 , and ,yaw
00 at liftoff.
'LVLH' Position:
This RELMAT will provide for an unbiased LVLH frame it
major modes 104, 105, and 106 (i.e., the bias matrix
will be an identity matrix). In major modes 101, 102,
103 and 601, the LVIY reference frame will be used.
f
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2) ON-ORBIT (OPS 2 and 8
'INRTL' Position:
This RELMAT will provide a +X sense ADI ball reading
of roll Oo , pitch Oo , and yaw Oo when the vehicle +X
axis is pointed at O o Right Ascension, Oo Declination
and the vehicle +Y axis is pointed at the celestial
pole.
'REF' Position:
This RELMAT will provide a +X sense ADI ball reading
of roll Oo , pitch Oo , and yaw Oo when the vehicle +X
axis is in the direction of the velocity vector and
the +Z axis is directed radially down to the center of
the earth at the orbital noon time which is closest
to the midway MET between TIG for nominal OMS-2 and
TIG for nominal deorbit burn.
'LVLH' Position:
This RELMAT will provide for an unbiased LVLH frame
(i.e., the bias matrix will be an identity matrix).
3) ENTRY (OPS 3)
'INRTL' Position:
This RELMAT will provide a +X sense ADI ball reading
of roll Oo , pitch O o , and yaw Oo when the vehicle is
pointed at Oo Right Ascension, Oo Declination and the
vehicle +Y axis is pointed at the celestial North Pole.
'REF' Position:
Same as 'INRTL' position.
'LVLH' Position:
Unbiased.




g. The OPS-2 I-loaded DAP configuration is currently planned
to be.
DAP A DAP B
Translation Pulse 0.1— ^6^--
Rotation Discrete Rate - NORM 0.20/sec 0.50/sec
- VERNIERS 0.20/sec 0.20/sec
Rotation Pulse - NORM 0.1 0.04
- VERNIERS 0.01 0.002
Rotation Compensation - NORM 0.0 0.0
- VERNIERS 0.0 0.0
Attitude Deadband (R,P,Y axis)
- NORM 5.00 3.00
- VERNIERS 1.00 1.00
Rate Deadband - NORM 0.20/sec 0.20/sec
- VERNIERS 0.020/sec 0.020/sec
Jet Opt Pitch 1 1
Yaw 1 1
Cntl Accel 0 0
The OPS-3 Transition DAP configuration is:




The major burns maneuver schedule for STS-4 is identified in
Section 7.A, FLIGHT DESCRIPTION - MAJOR EVENTS.
5. Environmental Control and Life Support Subsystem (ECLS)
a. The CO2 absorbers are not installed for launch or entry.
Both canisters are initially installed at approximately
0/05:20 MET and are then alternately replaced with new
canisters within the required frequency of approximately
every 24 hours. The canisters are both removed approxi-
mately 4 hours prior to the deorbit burn ignition during
the deorbit preparations on entry day. The installation/
replacement schedule is shown in Table 9-3.
b. The waste water tank will be loaded to 40% at launch, with
sufficient ullage volume to accommodate waste water accumu-
lation during the flight. The tank will be as full as fea-
sible at the planned end of the mission.
c. The supply water tanks will be sufficiently loaded at
launch so that planned launch day deorbit opportunities
can be supported through the use of combined supply and
waste water, without opening the payload bay doors. Thus
all tanks will be full at launch except Tank A which will
be 45% full. This allows sufficient ullage to handle fuel
cell ^-_eer production during the ascent phase. Potential
supply water dumps are scheduled approximately every 12
hours in the Crew Activity Plan which may or may not be re-






scheduled dump to inform the crew if a dump is required and
to what level. Tanks A & B will be dumped to a level that
will allow the tanks to be full prior to the next daily
group of EDW deorbit opportunities. The supply water dump
schedule is shown in Table 9-2.
D. INTERIM TELEPRINTER SYSTEM (ITS)
1. The Interim Teleprinter System (ITS) will be used for STS-4.
The system will provide an on-orbit capability to receive and
reproduce text data (such as procedures and CAP updates or
changes) from the MCC during routine and off-nominal situations.
2. The teleprinter is located on the middeck in a standard
flight locker (MA9F) adjacent to Avionics Bay 3A. Foam
insulation inside the locker is used to reduce the noise
from the teleprinter during operation.
E. TELEVISION/PHOTOGRAPHY
1. The Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) system will be used for
STS-4. This system provides two cameras for in-cabin coverage
and two RMS and four payload bay TV cameras for coverage of
payload bay activities. The system, after activation, can be
managed by ground commands during live coverage passes. For
TV coverage outside of STDN coverage, the crew must manage the
CCTV system.
2. There is a video tape recorder (VTR) available to record video
during periods when there is no STDN coverage. The video is
recorded on 30-minute cassettes and will normally not be dumped to
the ground. Recorded video can be dumped to the ground if desired
since the VTR output (dump) currently is hooked to the PL1 vide
input, allowing recorded video to be played back into the Orbiter
communication system as if it were a PL1 (Spacelab) TV camera input.
VTR management must be performed by the crew.
3. 16mm, 35mm, and 70mm camera systems are available.
F. REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM (RMS)
1. OMS/RCS CONSTRAINTS
a. VRCS - No constraints during RMS OPS
b. PRCS - Constraints during Loaded and Unloaded RMS OPS:
1. Usage not permitted under the following conditions:
a. RMS JO?NT in a Singularity
b. RMS at a Reach Limit
c. RMS in Test Mode
d. During EE OPS
e. Loaded RMS/PRCS Interaction Test will be NO GO for
Failed VRCS.






c. OMS - Usage not permitted with RMS uncradled or attached to a
berthed Payload.
2. No part of the RMS shall be positioned within the following
distances of an RCS Thruster:
a. PRCS - 15 ft
b. VRCS - 3 ft
3. No part of the RMS/Payload/End Effector will be maneuvered outside
the Crew/CCTV field of view, unless the ,point angles and sequence to
be maneuvered have been verified as acceptable.
G. PAYLOADS
1. IECM (Induced Environmental Contamination Monitor)
The crew will be required to operate the IECM switch on Panel R11
four times during the flight. These switch operations, which made
the IECM mass spectrometer, are performed after payload bay door
openings, for plume impingement, contamination mapping, and gas
release maneuver FTOs, per the STS-4 Flight Requirements Document
(Ref. 1). The IECM mass spectrometer must be turned off when the
payload bay doors are closed to prevent damage to the mass
spectrometer by pressure buildup in the payload bay.
MLR (Monodisperse Latex Reactor)
The MLR is activated via a single switch prior to the first crew
sleep period and runs continuously for 19.5 hours. The experi-
ment occupies the space of three mfddeck lockers.
3. CFES (Continuous Flow Electrophoresis System)
The CFES provides a processing system which can segregate
biological samples using a separation process based on the
relative motion of charged particles through an electric field
(electrophoresis). For STS-4, the crew will be required to
operate the payload twice during the early portion of the
flight. Each operating period lasts approximately eight hours.
The PLT has been designated as the prime crewman for CFES
operations. The Cr-ES payload is located on the Orbiter
mfddeck. A low acceleration level is desired during CFES
operations.
4. GAS (Get-Away Special)
The GAS payload is a self-contained experiment package that
requires minimal crew activity. After the crew is given
approval for orbit operations, the crew unstows a handheld
controller and activates the payload. Once activated, an
internal controller sequentially initiates the biological,
materials processing, and physical science experiments at the
appropriate time. The experiments do not require any special
attitudes during their operation. Deactivation and stowing of





5. NOSL (Night/Day Optical Survey of Thunderstorm Lightning)
The NOR experiment is nerformed in the Orbiter cabin. The
experiment requires crew operations for unstowing and setting
up in the aft flight deck, for on-orbit operations using tar-
gets of oppo-tunity, and for stowage. A -ZLV attitude is de-







FUNCTIONAL TEST OBJECTIVES (FTOs),
FUNCTIONAL SUPPLEMENTARY OBJECTIVES (FSOs)
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INTRODUCTION
The following Table describes the scheduling data and rationale for
on-orbit crew activity related FTOs/FSOs for STS-4. The current FRD
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TABLE 9-1 -	 ORBITER	 FUEL	 CELT.	 PURGES ..... . ......................... 9-2
TABLE 9-2 -	 ORBITER	 SUPPLY	 WATER	 DUMPS ............................. 9-3
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ORBITER WATER DUMPS (SUPPLY)
/^


























(D/HH:MM) ABSORBER NO. POSITION
At	 HH:MM At
 -POSITION
** 0/08:35 3 A 03:15
1/08:10 4 B 26:50
2/07:20 5 A 46:45
3/06:00 6 B 45:50
4/05:35 7 A 46:15
5/05:40 8 B 47:40
6/05:40 9 A 48:05
***6/17:50 13:50 37:15
*INITIAL INSTALLATION OF BOTH CO2 ABSORBERS
**CO2 ABSORBER NO 1 IS REWRAPPED AND SAVED FOR CONTINGENCY









POST INSERTION 0/03:00 02 TK1 & 2 HTRS A,6	 four- AUTO
(STATUS H2 TK1 & 2 HTRS A,B	 four; - AUTO
AS OF) 02 TK3 HTRS two) - AUTO
H2 TK3 HTRS	 a,two - AUTO
02 TK4 HTRS (two) - OFF
H2 TK4 HTRS (two) - OFF
PREP (PRSD TEST) 5/15:50 02 TK1,2,3,4 HTRS	 (ail)	 - OFF
H2 TK1,2,3,4 HTRS (all)	 - OFF
POWERUP (PRSD TEST) 5/19:53 02,H2 TK4 HTRS A (two) - AUTO
PERFORMANCE (PRSD TEST) 5/22:20
POST (PRSD TEST) 5/22:3b 02 TK1 & 2 HTRS A (two) - AUTO
H2 TK1 & 2 HTRS A,B (four)	 - AUTO
02,H2 TK3 HTRS A (two) - AUTO
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More complete compilations of abbreviations and











ACIP AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS IDENTIFICATION PACKAGE
y
ACN ASCENSION ISLAND (STDN SITE)
ACT ACTIVATE
ADI ATTITUDE DIRECTION INDICATOR
AGO SANTIAGO, CHILE	 (Sl'ON SITE)
ANT ANTENNA
ADA ABORT ONCE AROUND
ADS ACQUISITION OF SIGNAL
ATT ATTITUDE
ATO ABORT TO ORBIT
BOA BERMUDA ISLAND, BWI 	 (STDN SITE)
BOT BOTSWANA (STDN SITE)
BUC BUCKHORN,	 CALIFORNIA (STDN SITE)
CAL CALIBRATION
CCTV CLOSED CIRCUIT TV
CCU CREWMAN COMMUNICATIONS UMBILICAL
CDR COMMANDER
z CDT CENTRAL DAYLIGHT TIME0
r. VI






COAS CREWMAN OPTICAL ALIGNMENT SIGHT
C&W CAUTION AND WARNING
DAP	 DIGITAL AUTO PILOT
DB	 DEADBAND
DEU	 DISPLAY ELECTRONICS UNIT
DFI	 DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
10-2




DKR	 DAKAR, SENEGAL (STDN SITE)






















ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM













GOLDSTONE, CALIFORNIA (STDN SITE, 1ST ANTENNA)
GOLDSTONE, CALIFORNIA (STDN SITE, 2ND ANTENNA)
GUIDANCE NAVIGATION AND CONTROL
GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTER
GROUND SPACE TRACKING & DATA NETWORK
GUAM ISLAND, U.S. (SGLS SITE)
GUAM ISLAND, U.S. (STDN SITE)
HAW	 HAWAII (KAUAI, STDN SITE)
HTS	 HAWAII (SGLS SITE)
HYD	 HYDRAULIC
F
IECM	 INDUCED ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION MONITOR
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IMU	 INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT
INRTL	 INERTIAL
IDS	 INDIAN OCEAN (SGLS SITE)
ITS	 INTERIM TELEPRINTER SYSTEM
,I
LOS	 LOSS-OF-SIGNAL; LINE-OF-SIGHT
LVLH	 LOCAL VERTICAL LOCAL HORIZONTAL
MAD MADRID, SPAIN	 (STDN SITE,	 1ST ANTENNA)
MAX MADRID, SPAIN	 (STDN SITE, 2ND ANTENNA)
MCC MISSION CONTROL CENTER
MDM MULTIPLEXER/DEMULTIPLEXER
MECO MAIN ENGINE CUTOFF
MET MISSION ELAPSED TIME
MIL MERRITT ISLAND, FLORIDA (STDN SITE)
MILA MERRITT ISLAND LAUNCH AREA
MLR MONODISPERSE LATEX REACTOR
MLX MERRITT ISLAND, FLORIDA (STDN SITE,	 2ND ANTENNA)
MNVR MANEUVER
MPM MANIPULATOR POSITION MECHANISM
MPS MAIN PROPULSION SYSTEM
MRL MANIPULATOR RETENTION LATCHES
MTVC MANUAL THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
NHS	 NEW HAMPSHIRE (SGLS SITE)




OMs	 ORBITAL MANEUVERING SYSTEM 	 4
OPS	 OPERATIONS; OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE	 a
4
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ORR ORRORAL VALLEY, AUSTRALIA (STDN SITE)
k
PCM PULSE-CODE MODULATION
PDRS PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
PL PAYLOAD
PLBD PAYLOAD BAY DOORS
PLT PILOT
PM PHASE MODULATION




PSA PRE/POST SLEEP ACTIVITY
' PTC PASSIVE THERMAL CONTROL
RCS REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
REF REFERENCE
e




RMS REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM j
ROT ROTATION
i
RTC REAL TIME COMMAND
SAA SOUTH ATLANTIC ANOMALY
S-BD S—BAND
SEL SELECT j
SGLS SPACE GROUND LINK SYSTEM/STATION (DOD)
SPC STORED PROGRAM COMMAND
9
i SSO SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR THE OEX




STDN SPACE TRACKING & DATA NETWORK
STS SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
TB TALKBACK
TORS TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE
TIG TIME OF IGNITION
UHF ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY
VAC VACUUM
VTR VIDEO TAPE RECORDER
VTS VANDENBERG TRACKING STATION (SGLS SITE)
WCCU WIRELESS CREW COMMUNICATIONS UNIT
WCS WASTE COLLECTION SYSTEM
WMC WASTE MANAGEMENT COMPARTMENT
XFER TRANSFER
X-POP X BODY AXIS PERPENDICULAR TO ORBIT PLANE
-XSI -X BODY AXIS TOWARDS SUN (TAIL TO SUN)
YAR YARRAGADEE, AUSTRALIA (STDN SITE) 	 II
Y-POP Y BODY AXIS PERPENDICULAR TO ORBIT PLANE
i
-ZLV -Z LOCAL VERTICAL (-Z BODY AXIS TOWARDS EARTH)
	 {





1. Flight Requirements Document, Space Shuttle Orbital Flight Test,
Space Transportation System, (STS-4), Final, JSC-11892
2. STS-4 Operational Flight Profile, JSC-17064
a. Vol I, Groundrules and Constraints
b. Vol II, On-Orbit Profile
c. Vol III, Appendix A, On-Orbit Trajectory Data (Super Tape)
3, STS Work Day Handbook, JSC-10541
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